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The business world is more volatile and has more significant disruptive forces than ever before. A Deloitte study shows hundreds of companies are experiencing huge swings in corporate value. Another study shows the average life of a Fortune 500 company has dropped from 65 years to only 15, and, in New York City, it only took Uber approximately 18 months to get the same number of drivers and cars that the local taxi organizations had accumulated over decades. Further, considering all the talk about the “Internet of Things” and the dimensions of any company’s unknown future is scary.

Turbulent times require new approaches. McKinsey argues that in such times, one answer is to bring people to the table who have a more strategic skill set. Not surprisingly, CFOs are one source of that skill set that can help a company navigate a risky and rapidly-changing environment.

Strategic Skills for CFOs

Some of the new, more strategic skill sets that could prove valuable have been highlighted. One recent ACCA survey noted the most important areas of knowledge and skills sets needed for future CFOs. The top three broader business knowledge areas needed are knowledge about business value drivers, industry trends, and the risk landscape. The top three future finance knowledge areas are:
• strategy formulation,
• financial insight,
• and risk management.

Over 79% of those surveyed by the ACCA agreed that future finance areas need more emphasis on broader business risks. The same survey highlighted the top management skills for future CFOs: leadership, listening, and change management. Given the disruptive business trends noted above, change management seems imperative.

A presentation by Frigo at the 2015 CFO Summit emphasized the following strategic leadership traits of high performance CFOs:

• They Think, Act, and Communicate Strategically
• They Build and Lead High Performance CFO Teams
• They are Innovative and Creative.

A recent AICPA article added that future CFOs need to be data-enabled; they need the ability to identify the data points that are useful in understanding what drives the business. A Protiviti study concluded that improved analysis is paramount to the finance function. That same study also echoed the significance of knowledge about strategic planning, risk management, executive dashboards, and profitability analysis. McKinsey has added that growth, operations, and international skills are now more in demand for CFOs.
**Complexity and Dynamics Challenges for CFOs**

But it is not just business disruption impacting the finance function. Other trends reveal additional challenges. One is an ever growing set of changes and increased complexity in regulations, compliance, treasury, accounting and controls. In other words, the basic knowledge that a CFO needs is getting more complex and is growing (not shrinking).

With the pressure and some trends showing a shrinking finance headcount, increasing automation, and more requests to oversee other functions within an organization, it makes one wonder why the CFO position is so coveted. The pressure definitely impacts the job but it also impacts who is worthy or sought after for the CFO position.

One study notes that tenure of CFOs is down and McKinsey reports that 25% of new CFOs are external hires (and that the % is growing), implying that CEOs and boards are searching for the right skill set and frequently not finding it within their own organizations. The Wall Street Journal recently noted that boards are getting more involved in choosing CFOs. There is an unmet need in many organizations to develop the talent and skills that can lead the future finance organization. This suggests that those seeking to be CFOs or who are currently there take the disruption and call for new skills seriously.

**Flipped or Tossed?**

Some have argued that once someone makes it to the CFO leverwl that the skill set gets flipped. According to the Rottman study, the thought has been that
getting the CFO’s job was 80% technical and 20% leadership but, once there, it becomes 80% leadership and 20% technical; in essence, the skill set flips. However, the current trends, business disruption, and demand suggest the model is tossed not flipped. What got you there is now the minimum going forward.

Expectations and the Road Ahead

Expectations are changing and CFOs must keep up or face being replaced or marginalized. CFOs must determine what is on the road ahead and which skill set they’ll need to be successful. One key lesson from the changes and disruption appears to be that today’s CFOs consider that what got them to the CFO function or what made them successful once there (even last year) might not be enough going forward. One CFO notes, “I believe the role of the CFO is fundamentally changing, it is a far more strategic role that has been recognized in the past. A CFO has a particularly unique view into an organization in that they look left, look right, up and down and generally have more SME knowledge than any other C executive… I see the CFO as the right hand person to the CEO and more than ever before have a better chance of succeeding the CEO. The CFO’s chief responsibility (in my view) is the management of risk throughout the business not just through the financials.”

Darren Heffernan, CFO Trintech.
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